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Presentation

July 14, 2021



The BPDA will record this meeting and post it on BPDA’s Zero Net 
Carbon Building Zoning webpage. The recording will include the 
presentations, discussions and a transcript of Q&A / Chat comments. 

It is possible that participants may be recording this meeting as well. 
If you prefer not to be recorded during the meeting, please turn off 
your microphone and camera.

Zoom Meeting Guidance 
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▪ Help us ensure that this conversation is a pleasant experience for all.
▪ Please mute your mics during the presentation to avoid background noise.
▪ It’s great to see you! Participant video can be on during the meeting.
▪ Use the Chat feature for questions and comments during the presentation.
▪ Use the Raise Hand feature during the discussion segment. 
▪ Please be respectful of each other’s time.

▪ As always please feel free to reach out to me directly!
John Dalzell, AIA, LEED Fellow at John.Dalzell@Boston.gov

Zoom Meeting Guidance 
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mailto:John.Dalzell@Boston.gov


Stay up-to-date with 
COVID-19 related 
announcements, City of 
Boston reopening plans, 
and resources for you and 
your community at:

boston.gov/coronavirus

COVID-19 Resources

https://www.boston.gov/news/coronavirus-disease-covid-19-boston


AGENDA
DIVERSITY EQUITY & INCLUSION AND MASS TIMBER UPDATE
1. Welcome and Introductions – John Dalzell (5 min)
2. TAG Meeting #2 Summary - Michelle Lambert (10 min)
3. Equity in Embodied Carbon - Barry Reaves, BPDA (35 min)

■ Discussion & Recommendations
4. Mass Timber - Nicole St Clair Knobloch (25 min)

■ Discussion & Recommendations
5. Updates and Next Steps - John Dalzell (5 min)



WORKING GROUP
Michelle Lambert, CPHC®, LEED BD+C
Lambert Sustainability / Carbon Leadership Forum
Rachelle Ain, AIA CPHC®, WELL AP, Utile Design
Carbon Leadership Forum
Julie Janiski, Buro Happold
Carbon Leadership Forum
Andrea Love, Payette
Olivia Humphrey, Jacobs
Lori Ferriss, Goody Clancy
Jennifer Effron, BSA
Meredith Elbaum, BE+
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WELCOME & BRIEF INTRODUCTIONS
CITY STAFF
John Dalzell, AIA, LEED Fellow
Sr. Architect Sustainable Development, BPDA
Richard McGuinness
Deputy Director, BPDA
Chris Busch, AICP
Assist Deputy Director, BPDA
Kathleen Pedersen
Sr. Land Use Planner / Sustainability Specialist, BPDA
Alison Brizius
Director of Climate & Environmental Planning, Boston
Kat Eshel
Carbon Neutrality Program Manager, Boston
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WELCOME & BRIEF INTRODUCTIONS
TAG MEMBERS 
Alison Nash, DiMella Shaffer
Andrea Love, Payette
Anthony Pak, Priopta
Aurora Jensen, Buro Happold
Brad Mahoney, MP Boston
Brenda Pike, 
Caroline Shannon, Howeler + Yoon Architecture
Chen Qin, HED (Harley Ellis Devereaux)
Christopher Stanley, Trinity Financial
Ciarán Smyth, BALA Engineers
Courtney Koslow, Beacon Communities
Dan Whittet, AHA consulting Engineers
Daniel Bailey, Takeda Pharmaceuticals
Dennis Carlberg, Boston University
Erin McDade, Architecture 2030 
Gunnar Hubbard, Thornton Tomasetti
Ivan Lee, Morrison Hershfield

James Rogers, Turner Construction
Jim Newman, Linnean Solutions, LLC
Kayla Natividad, NSG Pilkington North America 
Kevin Maguire, Oxbow Urban LLC
Lori Ferriss, Goody Clancy
Maura Zlody, 
Meghan Lewis, Carbon Leadership Forum, University of Washington
Michael Orbank, Commodore Builders
Michael Gryniuk, LeMessurier
Michelle Apigian, ICON Architecture
Nicole Knobloch, Olifant, LLC
Patrick Kenny, Thornton Tomasetti
Paul Richardson, Buro Happold
Peter Sun, BPDA 
Steven Burke, Consigli Construction Company, Inc.
Tamar Warburg, Sasaki Associates, Inc.
Tom Chase, New Ecology, Inc.
Turan Karakus, BR+A Consulting Engineers



TAG Meeting #2 on June 2 - Summary
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36 attendees! Thank you!

Dual Focus on-

1. Policy- Precedents and Boston-specific ideas
2. Awareness, Education & Stakeholder Outreach
3. Practice, Structure, Materials, Tools



TAG Meeting #2 Presentations
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Policy- Types and goals

 Policy should be accompanied by incentives to be most 
effective

 Policies can be either Prescriptive:
○ Use existing rating systems that address embodied 

carbon
 Or Performance-based:

o Set targets or budgets with flexibility on how to get there
 Policies can be whole building level or more granular at the 

material-specific level (ie: concrete Buy Clean)



TAG Meeting #2 Presentations
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Policy- Zoning Precedents

 Vancouver-
○ Phase 1 (2017)- Disclosure
○ Phase 2 (2021/22)- Establish baseline and enact Carbon 

Targets/Budget
○ Phase 3 (2033+)- Revisions based on experience/project 

feedback loops and net zero goals

Newton, MA- special permit is both performance and 
prescriptive



TAG Meeting #2 Presentations
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Policy- National Precedents
https://carbonneutralcities.org

https://carbonneutralcities.org/embodied-carbon-policy-framework/


TAG Meeting #2 Presentations
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Policy- Climate Action Plans (CAPs)



TAG Meeting #2 Presentations
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Policy- CLF Policy Toolkit
https://carbonleadershipforum.org/clf-policy-toolkit/

https://carbonleadershipforum.org/clf-policy-toolkit/


TAG Meeting #2 Presentations
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Policy- Local Examples

 Cambridge - phased-in approach over next 5 years
 Newton
 Many others in MA in development



TAG Meeting #2 Presentations
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Awareness, Education and Outreach



TAG Meeting #2 – Breakout Discussions
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 Synthesizing into categories and recommendations 
to be discussed at the next TAG meeting



Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Barry Reaves

Director of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion, BPDA

Barry.Reaves@boston.gov



The Zero Net Carbon Building framework is the equity framework to improve planning, 
decision-making, and resource allocation to create more equitable policies and program. 

Many current inequities are sustained by historical legacies and systems that repeat patterns 
of exclusion. Institutions and structures have continued to create and perpetuate these 
inequities, despite the lack of explicit intentions.

Integrating equity into the consideration will help those strategies be more effective.

The Equity Framework applies principles, goals, and processes to address inequity at all levels 
of the agency. Institutionalizing use of an equity tool provides the opportunity to develop 
thoughtful, realistic strategies and timelines to advance equity.
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Equity Framework



Communities of color, immigrants, refugees, people with low incomes, youth and limited 
English–proficiency individuals tend to live, work, play, and learn in specific areas of our City. 
Targeted investments will likely be necessary to advance the goals and strategies of the 
Agenda in these geographic areas to address disparities, mitigate impacts, and share benefits 
while minimizing displacement. 

However, geographic considerations should not substitute for race, as many of the concerns 
of communities would persist even if they moved to a new location.

Specific cultural and population approaches that are not geographically based must remain a 
priority, especially as communities move to new areas and new people arrive. Additionally, 
actions must focus on multi-generational approaches, especially the engagement of and 
support of youth.
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Equity Framework



The goals of the Equity Framework

▪ Institutionalize structures for community decision-making, transparency, 
leadership, and influence on design of environmental programs and 
policies.

▪ Refine environmental policies/programs so that the distribution of 
individuals and grassroots organizations that participate in and benefit 
from these programs is equitable and reflective of communities of color, 
immigrants, refugees, people with low-incomes and limited-English 
proficiency individuals. 
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Equity Framework



The Equity Framework strives to understand and assess the impact of the 
agency’s policies, programs, and operations by applying essential inquiries:
▪ Stakeholder engagement: Who is affected by the policy, program, practice, or decision 

and how can they be involved?
▪ Systems and data analysis: What has caused or contributed to the inequity and what 

does the data say?
▪ Developing equitable solutions: What are the desired results and outcomes? What are 

the best strategies for advancing racial equity or mitigating unintended consequences?
▪ Accountability and communication: How will we ensure accountability, communicate, 

and evaluate results?
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Equity Framework
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Discussion Notes - DEI
Who are the stakeholders?
■ Checklist for how we are working with the community, established vernacular, and how are NOT displacing people and how are we

engaging them
■ People who live in proximity of waste and material facilities and people who work in those industries and businesses
■ New opportunities that affordable housing communities.

Communities impacted by proximity to facilities / communities with language barriers?
■ Newmarket Industrial area at the edge of Roxbury neighborhood.
■ Displacement by new buildings and building improvements. Cultural and aesthetic alignment.
■ Ensure information, policy, are opportunities are accessible to non-expert entities
■ Ensure everyone has access to economic opportunities and new businesses.
■ Concern for additional burdens / hurdles / costs, both perceived and real, to building affordable housing.
■ Impact on historical buildings and related community impacts.
■ How to ensure impacted communities see the potential new job and business opportunities?

How to ensure equitable outcomes?
■ Include more people who might / will be impacted by these changes. Engage local organizations.

What is it that we want people to know? What do people need to know to make better decisions?
■ To understand the whole picture of carbon, both operational and embodied, including reusing existing new buildings. Caution not for this 

to become for not building new, low carbon buildings.
■ That there is a linkage between big picture (global carbon emissions) to everyday impacts (health, economic wellbeing).
■ Everyone can play an impactful role in promoting and managing change.
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Discussion Notes - DEI - continued
How to ensure equitable outcomes?
■ Include more people who might / will be impacted by these changes. Engage local organizations.

What is it that we want people to know? What do people need to know to make better decisions?
■ To understand the whole picture of carbon, both operational and embodied, including reusing existing new buildings. Caution not for this 

to become for not building new, low carbon buildings.
■ That there is a linkage between big picture (global carbon emissions) to everyday impacts (health, economic wellbeing).
■ Everyone can play an impactful role in promoting and managing change.
■ More resilient neighborhoods (resiliency = sustainability).
■ Long term climate change impact (e.g. heat, SLR) AND short term impacts from facility locations that disproportionately impact frontline 

communities.
■ Correlation of carbon emissions and extreme heat.
■ THESE THOUGHTS ARE NOT LIMITED TO EMBODIED CARBON… ALL OF THE ZNC AGENDA.

What are the potential impacts such as health?
■ Reducing smog and emissions will have related beneficial health impacts.
■ Reduce the cost of housing and affordable housing
■ What transformation are we after… opportunity to change who builds, what gets built, and what community are getting built.
■ Helping communities find their voice and improve the quality of life. 
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Discussion Notes - DEI - continued
How do we measure success and how do we measure / track success, how do we know we have succeeded?
■ Government measure on who makes decisions, and where does the money flow.
■ People of color represent a large portion of the builder industry; how to ensure education of these stakeholders. Grow entrepreneurs and 

grow wealth.
■ Learning how to listen… all of us!
■ Add chat notes.

Resilient Neighborhoods; what defines this term and success?
■ We need to be clearly define this!
■ Enduring climate change… already experiencing more flooding, more heat.

CHAT NOTES
■ Meredith Elbaum | Built Environment Plus: Here’s the link to the Muni Summit recording.  We are actively working on a summary 

document.  https://builtenvironmentplus.org/road-to-net-zero/
■ Nicole Knobloch: One type of equity might be access to better-constructed, more efficient, sustainable buildings. Making sure 

sustainability is not only the province of the affluent. To Mike’s point, engaging communities in sustainability planning makes sense.
■ Jim Newman (he/him/his): A key outcome is for white people to do the learning. Especially learning how to listen.
■ Michael Orbank: Tree cover is also important in helping bolster community resiliency. A lot of studies coming out showing that 

communities of color and immigrant communities lack robust tree cover which help exasperate climate change impacts and heat island 
effects. Greater tree cover in communities help promote community wellness, lower heat intensity, and can help bolster community
resiliency. I know it's not exactly embodied carbon but it's very related. Cambridge has done a lot in investigating the differences in it's 
communities and demographics regarding tree presence and cover.

■ Dan Bailey: Because certain types of development are concentrated in certain neighborhoods, embodied carbon policies should target a 
range of different types of development. For example, if policies only apply to the largest buildings, the benefits of these policies may not 
accrue equally to residents of many majority minority neighborhoods like Eastie, Dorchester, and Roxbury where development tends to 
be small infill projects often involving full or partial demolition of existing buildings.
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Chat Notes - DEI
■ Meredith Elbaum | Built Environment Plus: Here’s the link to the Muni Summit recording.  We are actively working on a summary document.  

https://builtenvironmentplus.org/road-to-net-zero/
■ Nicole Knobloch: One type of equity might be access to better-constructed, more efficient, sustainable buildings. Making sure sustainability is not 

only the province of the affluent. To Mike’s point, engaging communities in sustainability planning makes sense.
■ Jim Newman (he/him/his): A key outcome is for white people to do the learning. Especially learning how to listen.
■ Michael Orbank: Tree cover is also important in helping bolster community resiliency. A lot of studies coming out showing that communities of color 

and immigrant communities lack robust tree cover which help exasperate climate change impacts and heat island effects. Greater tree cover in 
communities help promote community wellness, lower heat intensity, and can help bolster community resiliency. I know it's not exactly embodied 
carbon but it's very related. Cambridge has done a lot in investigating the differences in it's communities and demographics regarding tree 
presence and cover.

■ Dan Bailey: Because certain types of development are concentrated in certain neighborhoods, embodied carbon policies should target a range of 
different types of development. For example, if policies only apply to the largest buildings, the benefits of these policies may not accrue equally to 
residents of many majority minority neighborhoods like Eastie, Dorchester, and Roxbury where development tends to be small infill projects often 
involving full or partial demolition of existing buildings.

■ Nicole Knobloch: Totally agree about tree cover. I think it’s a huge issue and it is definitely an equity issue. It doesn’t make sense to tell those 
communities we’re working on these technical, long-term solutions to climate change when we’re not increasing neighborhood resiliency in this 
most basic way. I would love to work on this issue.

■ Jenny Effron | BSA (she, her, hers): resiliency can mean so many things!
■ Christopher Stanley: Net zero carbon and net zero energy strategies will rely on relatively newer skills.  Design and installation of electric heat 

pumps is one evolving industry, for example, that should be exploited for bringing equity in employment and ownership of the companies that do 
this type of work.

■ Meghan Lewis: Thanks for leading this discussion and the constructive feedback on giving specific/actionable comments, Barry!
■ Jim Newman (he/him/his): Community resilience:  Resilience to climate change by reducing carbon emissions and increasing community strength 

across the community in ways that meets the needs of its most vulnerable residents so that everyone in the community can thrive in the face of a 
changing world.



Mass Timber
Nicole St Clair Knobloch

Principal, Olifant

nknobloch@olifant.org
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NEW ENGLAND FOREST RESOURCES | WE HAVE THE SPECIES SUITABLE FOR MASS TIMBER

Spruce-Fir forest, Maine
Credit: Maine.gov

Hemlock forest, Massachusetts
Credit: Harvard Forest











FORESTS UNDER THREAT | LOSS OF FOREST PRODUCTS, DEVELOPMENT

Pulp and paper mills close in Millinocket, Maine -- 2014 Sprawl threatens forests in Massachusetts



FIVE PATHWAYS REPORT
TO PRESERVE THE 
NEW ENGLAND 
FOREST CARBON SINK

NO NET LOSS

WILDLANDS 

IMPROVED FOREST MANAGEMENT

MASS TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

URBAN CANOPY ENHANCEMENT



DEVELOPING REGIONAL 
MASS TIMBER SUPPLY
ATTRACTING MASS TIMBER FOR 
RURAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Maine Mass Timber
Commercialization Center
University of Maine

 State incentives
 Federal government support
 Forestry-based organization 

partnerships
 Harvest data and modeling
 Workforce training and development
 Economic development
 Investment package for 

manufacturers



Research
UNIVERSITIES CERTIFYING SPECIES

U. Maine- Orono

 Multiple forest products.

 CLT – spruce-pine-fir

 Wood insulation

 New uses for hemlock

U. Mass-Amherst

 Eastern hemlock, white pine CLT 

research

 Olver design demonstration building



FORESTS AND THE ECONOMY | JOBS THROUGHOUT NEW ENGLAND 

Lumber in Maine Consulting foresters in Massachusetts



A NEW FOREST PRODUCT | NEW BUILDING MATERIAL, NEW ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 

Bensonwood – New Hampshire SmartLam (MT) - Maine Travirke - Massachusetts
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LOWER EMBODIED CARBON
 Important and yet can still be extractive, non-renewable, fossil fuel-based. 

No forest benefit. 



NET ZERO + … ? 
 Biogenic carbon, stored carbon, renewable materials, forest benefit.



POLICY PRINCIPLES 
TO CONSIDER

What gets measured gets managed. Embodied emissions, carbon 
storage accounting will bring materials consideration into practice.

Embodied emissions requirements alone will not lead to mass timber 
or other renewable wood products at a scale that will help forests or 
increase supply.

Embodied emissions incentives alone can lead to almost sole low 
carbon concrete policy (including procurement) in C40 markets noted 
by CLF.

Being specific in policy about mass timber can help move toward a 
more renewable, more circular construction industry.

Mass timber can help with better density projects including more (7+ 
story) tall wood and overstory.

The City does not need to prescribe forestry. Continued growth in 
LCAs, EPDs, and other drivers (family forest carbon programs and 
carbon markets) will drive continuous improvement. Setting policy 
allows setting higher expectations along the way.



CONSIDER

DESIGN PROCESS

PERMITTING

Consider Timber and Timber Hybrid First
Introduce the practice benefits at BPDA Pre-file and Initial Filing meetings
and share resources.

Create a Mass Timber Design / Technical Assistance Program 
 Promote public awareness and professional knowledge
 Accelerate adoption of practices and build tall wood buildings
 Signal market demand to manufacturers

Incentive Early Adoption (Y1-5)
 Consider priority or expedited review for Mass Timber / low embodied 

carbon projects

Require Embodied Carbon Emissions Accounting (Y5+) 
• LCA, structural or whole building?
• Add incentive/ recognition for reduced GWP through carbon storage/ 

renewable material



CONSIDER:

ZONING

SUPPORT

Establish Embodied Carbon Emissions Maximums
 Per SF targets and limits by building and use typologies

Density Bonus for Mass Timber / Hybrid Projects
 Achieve tall wood development (7+) with reduced embodied carbon 

emissions
 Bring tall wood buildings (7+) near transit

Maintain Design Resources List
 List Mass Timber suppliers and fabricators.

Create and Publicize Embodied Carbon Registry
 Carbon reduction benefits
 Carbon storage
 Projects using biogenic materials



CONSIDER:

PROCUREMENT

OTHER TOOLS?

CITY OF BOSTON LEAD BY EXAMPLE
 Commitment to mass timber where appropriate in public projects 

including K-12 school buildings



STATEMENT OF INTENT

For example:

As Boston works to achieve carbon neutrality, we must consider 
emissions from every source, including the production and 
transport of, and construction with materials. The City’s intention 
is to reduce those emissions, through reporting, incentives, and 
requirements.

Zero Net Carbon +. The City of Boston will lead in moving 
toward the use of biogenic, renewable materials, such as 
engineered wood and wood fiber insultation, where appropriate, 
to encourage a lower carbon footprint, reduced extraction, and 
the reduced use of fossil fuels. 

CONSIDER:

LEADERSHIP
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Discussion Notes – Mass Timber
How do we advance the use of low carbon wood products?
■ How are calculations being done relative to harvesting, regrowth, sequestration.
■ Mass timber is more suited to slower growth northern forests. 
■ There is economic pressure on forest lands; ongoing use of forest lands can ensure the long term economic viability of these lands for 

foresting .

Chat Notes – Mass Timber
■ Mike Gryniuk (LeMessurier): Just an FYI on steel supply chain - a lot of Boston projects use structural steel rolled in the southern US, 

railed up to the northern US and then trucked down to Boston.
■ Jim Newman (he/him/his): The Mass healthy Soils Action Plan supports this view of Mass Timber, especially with improved forestry

practices.
■ Nicole Knobloch: nknobloch@olifant.org



Next Steps
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Today’s Presentation and Discussion notes will be posted by Friday

We will follow up with a calendar invite for our next TAG Meeting - TBD

DRAFT TAG Recommendations will be sent to TAG Members for comments

ZNC Building Zoning Initiative
○ Public engagement opportunities (ongoing)
○ Public Meeting #2 - Fall (Date TBD)
○ Recommendations Report will follow
○ Regulatory zoning process will follow
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